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Collection Security Summer School 
University Library Tartu

4-6 September 2019

Ing. Jacqueline Lambert

Conseiller en prévention

Responsable SIPP

jacqueline.lambert@kbr.be

Next steps & conclusion

Chairman CERL’s Security Working Group

Next steps &conclusionGo ahead with the offer development 

Pragmatic
offer

Raising 
awareness

Initiating 
actions

Active 
spreading & 
Increased 

exchange of 
ideas 

Developing 
relevant 

connections / 
collaborations  

& contacts  

Evaluating / 
assessing 

the 
measures 

taken

shaping the 
actions 

Conferences 

/seminars

in progress

Idea in the pipeline
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Next steps & conclusionConsolidation of the QAT

Collection 

Management

Exhibition & 

Transport

Physical 

Security

Incident & Crisis 

Management

Governance & 

Policy

Access & UseQuick assessment

Annually reviewed

1st edition available to all on 

CERL’s website since 

November 2018

2nd edition is in preparation

Based on:
A survey of about 

a hundred 

questions

covering 6 key 

areas

https://www.cerl.org/publications/other_cerl_pubs

Security Working Group commitment

 Make the 2nd edition available on CERL’s website by 

mid November 2019

 Start the revision process in February 2020 in order 

to obtain the draft version of the 3rd edition ready for 

the next Summer School

What we expect from the Security Network ? 

 Use & Dissemination

 Suggestions to improve the questionnaire or other 

aspects

 Give us feedbacks

Security Working Group commitment

 Processing the received documents 

 By the end of 2019, make a first version available, with, we hope 30 

relevant items.

 Advertising the state of achievement in the QAT booklet- section “The 

QAT Supporting Tool – Timeline”

 Constantly motivate the network to contribute to the development of the 

tool

Via

Next steps & conclusionLaunch of the Supporting Tool

Reminder: will exclusively be available to CERL members via the CERL’s website (members area)

Fully based on a dynamic collaboration

 Summer Schools
 CERL’s Newsletters
 CERL website
 SWG’s members
 Others  

What we expect from the Security Network ? 

 Provide us with documents to enrich the tool

 Extend our call to action

 Give us feedbacks
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Next steps & conclusionA more and more efficient SWG

SWG chairman commitment

 Act in order to keep “the dream team” spirit  pay attention to each member comfort  this is how duos 

have been set up for some institutions

 Increase the representativeness of south of Europe

The main goals

With regard to this edition :

 Please, do not forget to return us the evaluation form. This will help us to improve the 
concept and to better meet the needs of the network

 We will provide you with a detailed report by mid October

 Do not hesitate to promote this event

2017: The Hague – KB- National Library of the Netherlands
2018: Rome - Biblioteca Nationale Centrale
2019: Tartu - University Library

Next Edition :

 Austrian National Library- Vienna

 Dates: 2-4 September 2020

 Further information will be available on CERL’s website from April 2020

Next steps & conclusion

A must-attend event:

The Collection Security Summer School
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The main goals

Which ones ?
 IFLA- International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions

 ICA- International Council on Archives 

 ILAB- International League of Antiquarian Booksellers

 EUROPOL

 Blue Shield

Next steps & conclusionConcrete collaboration with other bodies

First project in  progress (very first steps): 

 Development of a “collection rescue exercise” model that could be transposable with adaptations in 

the different regions through poles

 With an emphasis on the traceability of displaced collections and all other precautions to avoid theft 

and vandalism

 Currently in progress: at the initiative of Angela Dellebeke (Archives The Netherlands) and Jacqueline 

Lambert (KBR), first attempt in order to get buy-in to organize such an exercise within a middle term. 

A first meeting was held in Brussels in June 19-20. There were representatives from the National 

Archives of Belgium, the Belgian Royal institute for cultural heritage, Blue shield Belgium –France-

The Netherlands, the Archives of UCL (University) and KBR 

 The first other poles could be developed at the initiative of  a SWG’s member in collaboration with 

Blue Shield representatives or others

Some possible other targets:

 Developing  a sort of lobbying in order to influence on how the thefts could encounter more severe 

sentences. 

 Formalizing the procedure for reporting cases to the police in the respective countries. 

Thank you for 
your attention

Thank you for 
those 3 days

Let’s keep in 
touch !

Next steps & conclusionConclusion


